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ABSTRACT Naturally occurring groups of muscle myosin behave differently from individual myosins or small groups
commonly assayed in vitro. Here, we investigate the emergence of myosin group behavior with increasing myosin group
size. Assuming the number of myosin binding sites (N) is proportional to actin length (L) (N ¼ L/35.5 nm), we resolve in vitro
motility of actin propelled by skeletal muscle myosin for L ¼ 0.2–3 mm. Three distinct regimes were found: L < 0.3 mm, sliding
arrest; 0.3 mm % L % 1 mm, alternation between arrest and continuous sliding; L > 1 mm, continuous sliding. We theoretically
investigated the myosin group kinetics with mechanical coupling via actin. We find rapid actin sliding steps driven by power-
stroke cascades supported by postpower-stroke myosins, and phases without actin sliding caused by prepower-stroke myosin
buildup. The three regimes are explained: N ¼ 8, rare cascades; N ¼ 15, cascade bursts; N ¼ 35, continuous cascading. Two
saddle-node bifurcations occur for increasing N (mono / bi / mono-stability), with steady states corresponding to arrest and
continuous cascading. The experimentally measured dependence of actin sliding statistics on L and myosin concentration is
correctly predicted.
INTRODUCTION
It is widely believed that the relative sliding of actin and
myosin filaments, driven by groups of myosin protein mo-
tors pulling on actin, is the basic mechanism of muscle
contraction. However, the most detailed knowledge of this
mechanism is gained from laser trap studies, which investi-
gate the in vitro molecular mechanics of single or a few
myosin molecules’ interactions with a single actin filament.
It has been found that the effect larger groups of myosin
exert on a single actin filament can differ significantly,
e.g., the actin sliding velocity in the in vitro motility assays
exceeds expectations from single myosin studies up to
twofold (1,2). It was deduced that this augmentation results
from cooperativity between individual myosins that is estab-
lished by mechanical coupling via the jointly propelled
actin filament (1–4).

The interaction of a single myosin with actin can be
described as a mechanochemical cycle that couples hydro-
lysis of adenosine triphosphate to myosin conformational
changes that propel actin (5,6). Two mechanical steps
occur during one mechanochemical cycle: the main power
stroke transition (power-stroke step size d ¼ 4 nm), and a
minor mechanical transition (predetachment step size d ¼
2 nm) that precedes myosin detachment from actin (7).
Accordingly, actin’s myosin binding sites can be in one
of three distinct kinetic states at any given time: bound
by myosin before its fast main power stroke (prepower
stroke), bound by myosin after its main power stroke
(postpower stroke), or not bound by myosin (unbound).
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The rate of the detachment step is strain-dependent in
smooth muscle myosin: a retarding load slows down
detachment and a supporting load accelerates it (8,9).
The same strain-sensitivity of detachment has been hy-
pothesized to be present in skeletal muscle myosin
(10,11). The reasoning is that work has to be exerted
when mechanical transitions occur under load, which alters
the reaction’s energetics and in turn the reaction rate. By
this logic, the rates of both the main power stroke and
the predetachment step in skeletal muscle myosin should
be strain-dependent.

Strain-dependent detachment kinetics, in combination
with mechanical coupling via a jointly propelled actin
filament, was proposed as a mechanism of accelerated
actin sliding (2–4). Such coupling can, however, give rise
to additional macroscopic behaviors (12,13). For actomy-
osin interactions, complex behavior was observed near loads
constituting isometric force (Fmax) (12,14–18). In the two-
headed myosin V cellular cargo transport motor, strain-
sensitive protein motor kinetics have been identified as
the crucial mechanism underlying coordinated stepping of
the two heads (19–22). There, single motors act as loads
on other single motors’ strain-dependent kinetics, and no
external loads are required to elicit the behavior that
emerges for a group of motors. Further, motility assays
using different ratios of slow and fast myosin have shown
that interactions between myosin motors working on the
same actin filament lead to nonlinear interactions between
fast and slow myosin kinetics (23,24).

In this study, we use an in vitro motility assay of actin fil-
aments propelled by skeletal muscle myosin to investigate
how the group behavior exhibited by mechanically coupled
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myosins emerges as the number of coupled myosins
increases. Given the proportionality of the number of myosin
binding sites to actin length (L) (7,25), we employ newly
developed software to analyze motility assay videos
and resolve the results by L. Further, we develop three
mathematical models of the mechano-chemistry of the inter-
action of myosin with myosin binding sites on actin. A
detailed stochastic mechanical model is used to explain the
most striking experimental observations and justify a simpli-
fied continuous model and its stochastic implementation for
further explanation of our experimental observations.
METHODS

Protein purification

Skeletal muscle myosin was purified from chicken pectoralis muscle as

in Sobieszek’s protocol (26) with a modified extraction buffer ([KCl] ¼
0.5 M). Actin filaments were purified from chicken pectoralis acetone

powder (27) and stored at 4�C. Actin was fluorescently labeled by incuba-

tion with tetramethylrhodamine isothiocyanate-labeled phalloidin (Sigma-

Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) (24).
In vitro motility assay

Nonfunctional myosin heads were removed by ultracentrifugation

(TLA-42.2 rotor in an Optima L-90K ultracentrifuge; Beckman Coulter,

Fullerton, CA) and flow-through chambers and buffers were prepared

and used as previously described by Léguillette et al. (28). The oxygen

scavenger contained 0.16 mg/mL glucose oxidase, 0.045 mg/mL catalase,

and 5.75 mg/mL glucose. Before incubation in the flow-through chamber,

myosin at a concentration of 0.5 mg/mL was diluted by addition of myosin

buffer (see Table 1).
Video recording

Actin motility was visualized using an inverted microscope (IX70;

Olympus, Melville, NY), recorded with an image-intensified charge-

coupled device camera (KP-E500, 30 fps; Hitachi, Chiyoda, Tokyo, Japan),

and digitized with a custom-built computer (Norbec Communication, Mon-

tréal, Québec, Canada).
Video analysis

Custom-written MATLAB software (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) was

used for analysis of actin filament motion. Contrast was enhanced by

averaging every three consecutive video frames, giving an effective time

resolution of 100 ms. Image frames were thresholded into binary black-

and-white images. Filament images were extracted using the MATLAB

Image Processing Toolbox’s Connected Components function and tracked

based on similarity of area and centroid. The frame-to-frame velocity

(Vf2f) was calculated by dividing the distance between a filament’s centroid
TABLE 1 Overview of recorded motility data

Dilutiona Final [My] n Flow-through chambers

1/4 0.125 mg/mL 16

1/5 0.100 mg/mL 16

1/7 0.071 mg/mL 8

1/9 0.056 mg/mL 8

aFraction of 0.5 mg/mL myosin preparation in assay buffer.
position (center of mass from grayscale pixel values) in two consecutive

frames by the time resolution of Dt ¼ 0.1 s. Vf2f was used where a fixed

observation time across all measured velocities was desirable. The trace

velocity (n) was determined by tracking the length of the path traveled by

the leading tip of a filament, and dividing by the time of observation of

the filament (T). The trace velocity avoids the centroid method’s bias to

underestimate the velocity for longer filaments due to the centroid exhibit-

ing a ‘‘cutting corners’’ behavior during filament turning (29), and was used

where unbiased, quantitative accuracy for longer filaments was desirable.

The trace velocities as well as the filament length were determined using

a transformation of images of elongated objects into rectangles of equal

perimeter and area, with the longer edge representing the object length (30).
Statistical analysis

95% bootstrap confidence intervals (2500 resamples) were used.

Statistical significance (p < 0.05) is indicated by confidence intervals not

overlapping 0.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Below L z 0.3 mm, all analyzed actin filaments are in a
nonmotile state: there is no motion other than random fluctu-
ations around a fixed position on the motility surface (Fig. 1,
A and B). Above L z 0.3 mm, filaments switched between
the nonmotile state and a motile state of directed motion.
For increasing L beyond 0.3 mm, a decreasing number of fil-
aments move at intermediate velocities (Fig. 1,A and B). The
velocity of the motile state increased with actin length (Fig. 1
C). Below L z 1 mm the motile fraction (fmot) linearly
ascends to a plateau value close to 1, and above L z 1 mm
remains at this plateau value. This indicates that L z 1 mm
is a qualitative separating point between actin that is suffi-
ciently long to support continuous, uninterrupted slidingmo-
tion, and actin that is too short to do so. In summary, there are
three actin-length-dependent regimes of actin sliding
behavior: below Lz 0.3 mm, actin filaments are persistently
arrested to the motility surface (nonmotile state); between
Lz 0.3 mm and Lz 1 mm, actin filaments discretely switch
between the nonmotile and the motile state; and above
L z 1 mm, the motile state is observed almost exclusively.

Lowering the myosin concentration ([My]) lowered the
velocity of the motile state and led to a slower increase
of this velocity with increasing L (Fig. 1 D). The critical
length (Lc, the length above which fmot has attained a plateau
value) was statistically significantly increased for [My] ¼
0.056 mg/mL when compared to [My] ¼ 0.125 mg/mL
(Fig. 2, A–C). At a given L, a lower [My] can be assumed
to result in a lower number of myosins being simultaneously
bound to the actin filament. This result indicates that the
number of simultaneously bound myosin motors, and not
primarily L, is the parameter determining the transition
from mixed to persistently motile actin sliding (31).

As discussed earlier, above Lc, actin has attained a plateau
in fmot. Therefore, above Lc, the mean actin sliding velocity
is not influenced by the amount of time actin spends in
a stopped state. However, for [My] ¼ 0.125 mg/mL, we
Biophysical Journal 105(6) 1466–1474
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FIGURE 1 Experimental detection of the three regimes of actin sliding.

(A) (Main panel) Histograms of frame-to-frame velocities of actin sliding

(Vf2f) determined across a range of actin filament length (L) for [My] ¼
0.125 mg/mL. (Inset) Empirical Vf2f probability distributions in specific

L ranges (dashed red, dotted blue, and solid black lines represent L ˛
[0, 0.26], [0.29, 0.31], and [0.325, 0.4] mm, respectively), indicating that

below L z 0.3 mm only a single mode of Vf2f is visible. (Small top panel)

The Dip Test p value (p < 0.05 suggests unimodality) further indicates that

only a single mode exists in the Vf2f distribution below L z 0.3 mm (50).

This single mode observed below L z 0.3 mm corresponds to actin that

is fully arrested to the motility surface (see Fig. S1 in the Supporting

Material). (B) Main panel as in panel A, except for a different L range.

(Solid lines) Means of a two-Gaussian mixture model that was fitted to

the Vf2f distribution. (Inset) Up to L z 1 mm, the fraction of sliding motion

associated with the motile state (motile fraction, fmot) linearly increases up

to fmot z 1, indicating a characteristic length at which continuous actin

sliding is established. (C) Two-Gaussian mixture model means as shown

in panel B, but determined for the four different [My] values used in our

experiments. Lowering [My] value reduces the maximally attained velocity

of the motile state. Sliding window parameters: (A) Lmin ¼ 0.175 mm,

Lmax ¼ 0.4 mm, window width 0.019 mm, 60 windows; (B and C) Lmin ¼
0 mm, Lmax ¼ 3.0 mm, window width 0.3 mm, 150 windows.
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observed a statistically significant increase in the mean
sliding velocity n even above Lc (Fig. 2 D). In prior studies,
n increases with L were explained by phases in which no
myosin is bound to actin and therefore actin is not propelled
Biophysical Journal 105(6) 1466–1474
(32,33). Here, however, actin is consistently propelled for
L > Lc, but n still increases. This indicates that above Lc,
there are always myosins attached to actin, whereas a
further increase of the number of myosins simultaneously
attached to actin leads to a further n increase. At lower
[My], this group effect is lost, possibly indicating that a
minimal [My] is necessary for this inter-myosin effect
(Fig. 2, E and F).

Although the stop-and-go motion in the intermediate
regime is visible at timescales of hundreds of milliseconds
to seconds, the common molecular level explanation—the
temporary unavailability of myosin to propel actin—should
take place on a much smaller timescale of tens of millisec-
onds (32,33). We investigated this discrepancy based on
fluctuations in the velocity. The coefficient of variation
(standard deviation sn over mean mn) gives a nondi-
mensional measure of fluctuation strength. Further, for a
sufficiently large sample of Nn independent positive mea-
surements, the Law of Large Numbers states sn/mn f
Nn

�1/2. To scale out Nn influence, we defined the scaled de-
viation as dn ¼ (sn/mn)

ffiffiffiffiffi
Nn

p
. We assume that the measured

velocities result from underlying actin-myosin interactions:
if myosin binding sites are independent, then Nn f L; if the
average rate of actin-myosin interactions is stationary over
the time of observation T, then Nn f T. In this hypothetical
situation, we would expect

dn ¼ sn

mn

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LT

ð1 mm sÞ

s
¼ const: (1)

across all L. In contrast, an increase in dn indicates a
decrease in the degree of independence (stronger correlation

between interaction events) or a slowing down of kinetics. A
decrease in dn indicates an increased independence
(decreased correlation between interaction events) or an ac-
celeration of kinetics.

The value dn exhibits a nontrivial L and [My] dependence.
For all [My], starting from lowest L, we observed an initial
dn increase up to a maximum close to Lz 0.3 mm (Fig. 2, G
and H). This coincides closely with the L value at which
the motile state first emerges (Fig. 1, A and B). Then, for
[My] ¼ 0.0125, 0.100, 0.071 mg/mL, but not for [My] ¼
0.052 mg/mL, dn drops to a minimum at L z 1 mm
(Fig. 2, G and H). This minimum coincides closely with
the attainment of consistent sliding motion (Fig. 1 B, inset).
All features seemed sufficiently clear to not require statisti-
cal testing, except for the increase in dn following the min-
imum at Lz 1 mm, which upon testing does reach statistical
significance for the [My] exhibiting a minimum (Fig. 2 I).

Considering Vf2f, fmot, n, and dn observations, we suggest
the following interpretation of the three regimes of actin
sliding:

1. Below L z 0.3 mm, actin sliding is fully arrested,
whereas myosins are still acting as cross-linkers prevent-
ing actin from floating away from the motility surface.
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FIGURE 2 Quantitative features of actin sliding.

(A) fmot, quantified as fraction of Vf2f above

threshold velocity Vthr ¼ 1.0 mm s�1. (Blue dots)

Single filament fmot; (thick black solid line) sliding

window average Fmot; (thin blue solid line) best fit

(nonlinear least-squares) of A(1�e�B(L�C)). (A–C)

Free fitting parameters for adjustment to the sliding

window average. (Gray area) 95% Bootstrap con-

fidence interval. The critical length (Lc, red vertical

line; 95% bootstrap confidence interval, dashed

lines) was determined as the point where the fitted

Fmot(L) function reached 0.95 , A, indicating that

the fmot plateau identified in Fig. 1 C (inset) was at-

tained. (B) As in panel A but for all values of [My],

only sliding window average is shown. (For values

of [My], see inset.) (C) DLc differences (relative to

[My]¼ 0.125 mg/mL), values areDLc from the full

data set for a given [My] with 95% bootstrap con-

fidence intervals. (D) n, quantified as mean of trace

velocities, with lines and symbols as in panel A

(except for black line, linear fit to all shown single

filament n values above Lc). (E) As panel D for all

values of [My], only sliding window average is

shown (for values of [My], see inset in panel B). (F) Slopes of linear fit to n for L R Lc. (G) dn, Lines and symbols as in panel A (except black line, linear

fit to dn values above Lc). (H) As in panel G for all values of [My], only sliding window average is shown (for values of [My], see inset in panel B). (I) Slopes

of linear fit to dn for LR Lc. Sliding window parameters for all length-resolved plots: Lmin¼ 0.15 mm, Lmax ¼ 3.0 mm, window width 0.10 mm, 200 windows.

Note that differences from 0 were assumed statistically significant (p < 0.045) where confidence intervals did not overlap with 0.
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This indicates that the completion of full actin-myosin
interaction cycles is slowed down or fully stopped. All
fluctuations in n result from random fluctuations around
the fixed position of the actin filaments. For increasing
L, a second, motile state occurs, which introduces slow
jumping between full arrest and a discrete, but very
slow, motile state. This slow jumping leads to the obser-
vation of several consequent instantaneous velocities
in either the arrested or the motile state—highly corre-
lated, consecutive sliding velocities, which lead to an
increase in dn.

2. Between L z 0.3 mm and L z 1 mm, the velocity of the
motile state as well as the fraction of overall observation
time that filaments spend in the motile state increase with
L. Thus, the rate at which actin-myosin interaction cycles
are completed while in the motile state, as well as the
time spent in this motile state, increase with L. Both
factors accelerate the gross rate of completion of actin-
myosin interactions, which reduces dn.

3. Above L z 1 mm, almost all of the observation time is
spent in the motile state, and either an increase or no
statistically significant change in the velocity of the
motile state is observed—these observations by them-
selves would warrant either a further decrease or, more
likely, a constant level of dn. However, an increase of
dn is observed. This indicates that increasing L beyond
L z 1 mm no longer increases the effective sample
size of actin-myosin interactions that result in the
measured sliding velocities. This would be explicable
by a situation where all myosins that are simultaneously
bound to an actin filament are maximally mechanically
coupled, and thus effectively appear as a completely in-
tegrated macroscopic system. Such a system’s dynamics
would become effectively independent of the system’s
constituent parts, and thus not change fundamentally
anymore, even when the number of parts increases.
MATHEMATICAL MODELS

Mechanistic explanation of nonmotile and motile
state

We constructed three mathematical models, all resting on
the assumption that the number of myosin binding sites on
an actin filament (N) is proportional to the length of the actin
filament (L). We assume a distance of 35.5 nm between ma-
jor binding sites (7,25). Our first model monitors stochastic
changes in the chemical as well as the mechanical state of
the individual myosin binding sites located on the same
actin filament. A unidirectional three-state chemical cycle
(unbound / prepower-stroke / postpower-stroke / un-
bound) was assumed (7,8). Chemical reactions take place at
discrete time points, after which the overall actin-myosin
system immediately relaxes to a force equilibrium. Myosins
bound to a binding site on actin were assumed to have an un-
strained position, and a linear force response when being
moved away from that position. The rates of both the
main power stroke and a minor power stroke preceding
the detachment depend on the mechanical work that would
have to be exerted on all myosins currently bound to the
actin filament to execute the mechanical transition (1–3,8).
(See also Fig. 3 A and the Supporting Material.)
Biophysical Journal 105(6) 1466–1474



FIGURE 3 Description and results of the detailed stochastic mechanical model. (A) Model description: Due to its helical form, binding sites are placed

equidistantly along the actin filament (helical symmetry at 35.5 nm) (7,25) leading to a proportionality of L and the number of binding sites (N). Each myosin

binding site with a myosin bound is assumed to exhibit a linear force response to displacement from its unstrained position. A unidirectional three-state

kinetic scheme is used, where the main power stroke is 4 nm long; myosin detachment is conditional on the prior occurrence of a second minor power stroke

of 2 nm, after which detachment immediately occurs due to adenosine triphosphate saturation in the motility buffer (7,8). For both mechanical transitions, the

rate is dependent on the mechanical work that has to be exerted to adjust the overall actin-myosin mechanical network to the changes inflicted by this step

(1–3,8). The iteration scheme for simulation is shown in the bottom of the panel. (B–J) Example filament sliding distances (B–D), post and prepower-stroke

binding site counts (E–G), and individual myosins’ displacements from the unstrained position (H–J) for different N, as indicated above panels (values drawn

for every chemical reaction). (K–N) Histograms of Vf2f (sampled at the time resolution used in experiment, Dt ¼ 0.1 s) for different N as indicated in the

panels (bin height is a bin’s percentage of the sum of all bins’ counts).
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Our stochastic simulation, unlike commonly used
Euler-type schemes with equal time steps, iterates from
one chemical reaction to the next. This results in an exact
time resolution for all transitions in the system, and inher-
ently circumvents problems of methods approximating
continuous processes by finite time differences. We observe
that actin sliding occurs in rapid steps, which are inter-
spersed in between longer phases without actin motion
(Fig. 3, B–D). For increasing N, the frequency of these steps
increases and the phases without motion become shorter,
which leads to an average acceleration of actin sliding.
The rapid steps in actin sliding coincide with cascades in
the transition of myosin binding site chemical states
(Fig. 3, E–G). During phases without motion preceding an
actin sliding step, myosin binding sites accumulate in the
prepower-stroke state, until a rapid global transition into
the postpower-stroke state and the unbound state occurs,
which coincides with the rapid step in actin sliding. In terms
of individual myosin strains, in phases preceding cascades,
few Pre / Postpower-stroke transitions occur, which
slowly build an increased strain on the remaining pre-
power-stroke state myosins (Fig. 3, H–J). The Pre / Post
main power-stroke transition appears more frequently for
higher N, which is due to strains being more homogeneously
distributed across the range of strains; for low N, it is more
likely that combinations of myosin strains occur that lead to
a persistent block of Pre / Postpower-stroke transitions
(see Movie S1 and Movie S2).
Biophysical Journal 105(6) 1466–1474
At intermediate N, cascades occur in bursts, which are a
series of rapid consecutive cascades, or even overlap for
high N (Fig. 3, D, G, and J, and see Movie S3, Movie S4,
Movie S5, Movie S6, Movie S7, and Movie S8).

When analyzed at Dt¼ 0.1 s, which we used for the anal-
ysis of our experiments, the L-dependent presence of a
nonmotile and a motile state (Fig. 1, A and B) are repro-
duced (Fig. 3, K–N). The reproduction of the transient
bimodal regime by the model despite the relatively coarse
Dt ¼ 0.1 is due to the grouping of cascades into bursts at in-
termediate N, causing a slow timescale stochastic alterna-
tion between nonmotile and motile phases (see Movie S9,
Movie S10, and Movie S11).
N-dependent saddle-node bifurcations

The detailed stochastic mechanical simulations indicated
that the overall rate of the chemical reactions is accelerated
by up to two orders of magnitude for an increased number of
actin-bound postpower-stroke myosins, and decreased up to
two orders of magnitude for an increased number of actin-
bound prepower-stroke myosins (see Fig. S2 in the Support-
ing Material). Also, the myosin attachment to unbound
binding sites was found as a rate-limiting step after the
occurrence of a cascade, so that myosin detachment could
be assumed as instantaneous and the postpower-stroke state
and the unbound state could be joined into one state (see
Fig. S3). Based on this, we formulated a simplified,
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continuous model describing the dynamics of the fraction
n ¼ (npost þ nunb)/N of the total binding sites that is not in
the prepower-stroke state (for details, see the Supporting
Material).

The simplified continuous model explains the three re-
gimes of actin sliding behavior (nonmotile, intermittent
motility, continuous motility) as a progression through two
saddle-node bifurcations (mono / bi / mono-stability)
for increasing N. The two stable steady states have the
following properties (Fig. 4 A, B):

1. A large fraction of the myosin binding sites is in the pre-
power-stroke state, and the sliding velocity is L z 0.

2. A small fraction of the myosin binding sites in the pre-
power-stroke state, and the acting sliding velocity is
clearly >0.

These properties suggest that the steady states are identifi-
able with:

1. The precascade phases in which actin is not sliding, and
2. The cascading phases during which actin slides.

This also indicates that the transitions from mono- to
bimodal behavior in actin sliding indeed occur at critical L
associated with the saddle-node bifurcations.

The continuous model can further explain the dependence
of the critical L on [My] (Fig. 2 C), as the saddle node bifur-
cations occur at higher N for lower [My] (Fig. 4 B). In addi-
tion, the reduced velocity of the motile population for lower
[My] (Fig. 1 C) is captured (Fig. 4 B).
Prediction of actin sliding statistics

Lastly, we derived a simplified stochastic simulation from
our continuous model, which allowed us to sample n and
a time courses (for details, see the Supporting Material,
and Fig. 5). When sampled at Dt ¼ 0.1 s, this simplified
model also exhibits the N-dependent bimodality in Vf2f

that is observed in our experiments and the detailed stochas-
tic mechanical model (Fig. 4 C). Further, this model
correctly predicts the experimentally observed dependence
of fmot, n, and dn on N f L and [My]:

1. For all [My], fmot reaches a value close to 1; for lower
[My], fmot ¼ 1 is only reached at greater N f L.
A B C

(C) Vf2f distributions from the stochastic implementation of the

used in experiment, Dt ¼ 0.1 s). The two N-dependent populations correspond
2. n increases more slowly for lower [My]; n still increases
beyond the point where fmot has reached 95% of its
plateau value (Fig. 5 B).

3. dn follows the same qualitative pattern as in the
experimentally determined statistics; the main peak
quantitatively matches our experimental results,
whereas away from the peak the overall values of
dn are smaller than in our experimental results (Fig. 5
C). This is likely due to additional sources of noise
that are present in the experiment (see Fig. S1). How-
ever, the changes in dn for lower [My] (shift of dn

peak location, loss of positive slope at high N) are pre-
dicted.
DISCUSSION

Based on our experimental and theoretical findings, we sug-
gest that the three regimes of actin sliding are defined by the
existence or nonexistence of two global kinetic states and
can be interpreted as follows (Fig. 6):
Regime 1

Below L z 0.3 mm, actin filaments are permanently
arrested to the motility surface. Nonfunctional myosin
was removed from the assay (ultracentrifugation removal
of nonfunctional myosin and blocking of nonfunctional
myosins in the flow-through chamber by unlabeled actin),
making permanent surface binding by nonfunctional
myosin unlikely. Further, at least one myosin should be
attached to actin at all times: the methylcellulose used in
the motility buffer limits the lateral diffusion of actin;
when no myosin is attached to actin, rapid longitudinal
diffusion would occur (32). We did not observe such diffu-
sion. Instead, as detailed by our mathematical models,
perfectly functional myosins accumulate in the prepower-
stroke state and mutually hinder each other’s progression
through the main power stroke, ultimately leading to a
persistent self-blockade. The actin length of L z 0.3 mm
is close to the diffraction limit for our fluorescent label
(L z 0.2 mm), so the absolute value should be understood
as an upper boundary for this regime.
FIGURE 4 N and [My]-dependent existence

of the nonmotile and the motile configuration

of the actin-myosin system. (A and B) The

simplified deterministic model exhibits up to

three steady states (solid lines, stable; dashed

line, unstable) in npost þ nunb (A) which

can be linked to sliding velocity predictions

for experimentally observed actin sliding (B).

(Arrows) Direction in which [My] is reduced,

[My] ¼ 0.125, 0.1, 0.072, 0.056 mg/mL

were used, corresponding to our experiments.

simplified deterministic model (sampled at the time resolution

to the stable steady states.

Biophysical Journal 105(6) 1466–1474



FIGURE 6 Three distinct, N-dependent regimes of actin sliding and un-

derlying actin-myosin kinetics. (Main panel) Stable configurations of the

overall actin-myosin network, which are attainable at a specific N. (Red

line) Nonmotile, prepower-stroke dominated state. (Black line) Motile state

without prepower-stroke buildup. For increasing N, occurrence and disap-

pearance of these states akin to saddle-node bifurcations is observed. For

intermediate N, a coexistence of both states is found, leading to the actin-

myosin system stochastically alternating between the nonmotile and the

motile state. (Dashed black line) Unstable steady state. (Insets) Example

configurations of the actin-myosin system in the nonmotile (left, N ¼ 8)

and the motile regime (right, N ¼ 35). Each line represents the displace-

ment of a myosin bound to actin away from its unstrained position; pre-

power-stroke myosins have vertical top parts, postpower stroke myosins

have angled top parts spanning 4 nm. (For examples of the dynamic

behavior of the individual myosins, see Movie S1 and Movie S2 in the Sup-

porting Material.) (Small panels on top) Example traces showing the dy-

namics of the number of myosin binding sites in the postpower-stroke

and the unbound state (npost þ nunb) for different N (detailed stochastic

model, N indicated by the topmost tick on the vertical axis in each panel).

A

B

C

FIGURE 5 Theoretically predicted quantitative features of actin sliding.

Shown are simulation results of the stochastic implementation of the simpli-

fied mathematical model of actin-myosin interactions. Five-hundred fila-

ments were simulated at each N value with 5000 iterations per myosin

binding site, of which the first 3500 were removed to prevent bias from

initial conditions. No sliding window averaging was applied; Vf2f were

sampled at time resolution of Dt ¼ 0.1 s (corresponding to our experi-

ments). For each N, the mean sliding velocity (A, arithmetic mean of

Vf2f), the mean motile fraction (B, fraction of Vf2f > Vthr), and the scaled

deviation (C, standard deviation of Vf2f divided by arithmetic mean of

Vf2f and multiplied by
ffiffiffiffi
N

p
) were determined. Panel C (inset) demonstrates

increasing prominence of the positive slope of dn at high N for higher [My].

The colors referring to [My] are given in the inset in panel C for all panels.
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Regime 2

Above L z 0.3 mm, actin sliding switches between the two
discrete states of full arrest to the motility surface versus
continuous forward sliding. It is unlikely that this is due
to longitudinal diffusion during phases where actin is not
bound to any myosin, because even shorter actin filaments
with a lower chance of not binding a myosin did not exhibit
such diffusion behavior. Rather, as detailed by our mathe-
matical models, the entire group of myosins simultaneously
bound to actin dynamically switches between two group
states: nonmotile and motile. The motile state is driven by
bursts of cascades, during which the main power-stroke
transition is supported by postpower-stroke myosins. At
L z 1.0 mm, the motile state fully dominates, and actin
slides continuously at almost all times. This level of contin-
uous sliding is attained in a linear fashion for increasing
L, where continuous motion is established rather sharply
at L z 1.0 mm. This length of full continuous sliding
increases for lowered [My], indicating that a critical group
size, and not a critical actin length, is necessary for contin-
uous performance of the myosin motor group.
Regime 3

Above this critical group size, continuous actin sliding (full
sustained motility) is established, driven by an unbroken
sequence of cascades, meaning a permanent support of the
Biophysical Journal 105(6) 1466–1474
main power stroke by postpower-stroke myosins. For
[My] ¼ 0.125 mg/mL, the sliding velocity keeps increasing
with increasing actin length. This indicates that a further in-
crease in the myosin group size can indeed lead to a further
increase in the rate of detachment of myosin from the actin
filament, which is also indicated by our mathematical
models.
Concluding remarks

Our modeling approach could be extended by:

1. Explicit treatment of the nonbound state in the contin-
uous model analysis;

2. The inclusion of nonlinear elasticity of myosin (34); or
3. Including possible interactions between the two motor

heads of myosin (35).

Actin-length-resolved analysis of motility assay data
have been used in earlier studies (32,33), and the switching
between a nonmotile and a motile state of motility has
been studied by Marston and co-workers (36–39) charac-
terizing actin regulatory proteins. To our knowledge,
however, both aspects have not been investigated simulta-
neously before. Thus, existent mathematical models of
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actin-length-dependent changes only deal with average
sliding velocities, but not with a bimodality between a
nonmotile and a motile state (4,32,33). Also, these mathe-
matical models cannot explain how actin sliding velocity
keeps increasing when a plateau in the motile fraction has
already been reached (Fig. 2, D–F) (32,33).

Although it is intuitively clear that a group behavior must
emerge as the group size is increased, most experimental
studies tackle either small (around 5–8 coupled motors)
(12,22,31,40–47) or large (100 or more motors) motor
groups (4,12,14–18). Most studies investigate one specific
group size rather than the dependence of group behavior
on group size. Some investigate within a range of up to
53 motors. Effectively, the middle ground (10–100 coupled
motors), where myosin group behavior emerges, is left out.
Note, however, the work of Badoual et al. (48), Uyeda et al.
(32), Harris and Warshaw (33), Li et al. (49), and Kaya and
Higuchi (34). Our study demonstrates and conceptualizes
the emergence of a group behavior, starting from a group
size of Nz 10 coupled myosin binding sites, which actually
seems to be a hindrance to the group’s performance, and
progresses up to N z 100 binding sites, thus capturing the
establishment of full group behavior.

Debold et al. (47) have executed laser trap (tri-bead)
assays with N z 8 motors being in the binding range of
an individual L z 0.5 mm actin filament at the same time.
In contrast to our experiments, the actin filament was readily
and continuously moved at this group size. Compared to our
experiments, a slower binding of myosin to free binding
sites can be expected. Their myosin concentration of
15 mg/mL is almost one-tenth what we used, and the pre-
sentation of myosin on a pedestal is a geometry that brings
less myosin-coated surface near the actin filament. Indeed,
reducing ka in our detailed stochastic mechanical simulation
leads to a significant reduction of actin sliding arrest (see
Fig. S4). Thus, ka differences might explain the different ob-
servations between our studies. Kaya and Higuchi (34)
investigated the in vitro interaction of actin with myosin-
myorod filaments. Actin sliding in their assays happened
in a stepwise fashion, with unloaded sliding velocities of
0.2–0.5 mm/s. Due to the myosin-myorod preparation, few
myosins (N z 5) interact with actin, which again would
suggest a lowered ka, so that sliding arrest is reduced (see
Fig. S4).

Badoual et al. (48) theoretically investigated bidirec-
tional in vitro sliding behavior in terms of motor group
size, and the predicted behavior could be confirmed in an
in vitro system using engineered motors working in oppo-
site directions. We detected bimodal motile/nonmotile
behavior in a unidirectional, unengineered motor system.
This indicates that a physiologically relevant skeletal mus-
cle myosin motor cooperativity mechanism exists. This
cooperativity mechanism collapses at unusually small mo-
tor group sizes, thus allowing us to understand its detailed
workings.
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